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DH1. The target audience for the UASG is:
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DH2. What is the difference between Universal Acceptance and Universal Awareness?
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MW1. If EAI user does not set double addresses and sends email with EAI , can the receiver receive and reply?
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MW2. I am interested in Chinese EAI , and where can I get an account? Is there any registered platform for end-users?
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C1. How do you  rank the webinar in terms of  quality of information.
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C2. How was the presenter's  delivery.
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C3. Do you plan on using the information directly with your  ALS? 
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C4. If yes,  please explain
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C5.  Any further comments/recommendations about the content of this webinar?
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C6. The  captioning  feature of the  Adobe  Connect room is part of a pilot. Please choose the suitable term
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C7. Please  self identify all  categories  that describes  who you are
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C8. What  benefits  did you get from accessing the  Captioning stream?
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C9.  Where else do you think Captioning should be required? Please  add all the committees, adhoc and working groups.
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S3. What topics would you like ICANN to cover for future webinars?
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Email follow up after the call

Hi all

First of all my apologies for not making it back home from another meeting in time this evening, to catch much of the 

webinar, but I just wanted to make a couple of comments.

First of all I think the captioning is great, especially when it is difficult to hear the person speaking. My AC connection 

has not been great all day, and the captioning certainly filled some gaps.

I also came in, in the middle of Marvin's presentation so that I had no idea of what he was talking about but thought I 

could catch up on the transcript. Unfortunately. I think that the transcript gets saved once you connect to AC, so that I 

only got captions from when I arrived, so that even the transcript didn't help fr such a technical topic. I will have to wait 

till the official transcript comes out. :)

I had hoped to get a transcript of Don's UA presentation which I missed completely although I did enjoy the questions at 

the end about UA.

I have to confess that I didn't complete the pop quiz or the evaluation questions because I couldn't respond appropriately 

to the questions about the presenters.

I am not sure if this feedback is helpful in anyway, but I think the captioning is great for when there are people with an 

accent (I mean, people say they can't understand me so captions will be good for everyone!)

Sorry I missed the beginning of the webinar.

Regards

Maureen
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Email follow up after the call

Hi, all,

First of all, once again I would like to thank Kelvin and staff for 
making this piloting with captioning possible and also to our 
presenters.

The captioning helped me to understand Marvin's English :) 
Thus, I think this is a great tool.

I have also posted the info and links to our webinar in APRALO 
monthly report space in the wiki.

Thanks again

Siranush


